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Question• to Keep In Mind tor the Soc ial Sciences 

What .does ·social" mean? What does. "science· mean? 

Which disciplines come closest to · the definition of science? 

How does the nature ot the natural sciences differ from that of the social sciences? 

What would it mean to S<f'/ that people are governed by natural laws in their behaviour? 

What is an example of a theory in the natural as compared to a theory in the social sciences? 

What extra vocabulary (if any) Is required In the social sciences? 

What kind of technology can we expect from the social sciences? 

H9w does subjectivity fit in with the natural and social sciences? 

Can there be any universal laws of human behaviour? 

What are the constants in human behaviour that a science could make usa on 
Are teleologlcaJ or purposive explanations necessary in the social sciences? 

What is the difference between a cause and a reason? 

How do mind and body interact? 

What are the difficulties in gathering and analyzing data In the social sciences? 

Is the existence of tree will a problem --for systemizing the behaviour of human beings? 

What does detenninism mean? 

If there are no general or universal laws of social behaviour. must the social sciences rely only on 
induction? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of participant observation? Of external observation? 
Of surveys and questionnaires? 

How is It that talking to someone might promote knowledge? What must the investigator be wary 
of? 
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PROGRAMME DETAILS 

Systems of Knowledge - Human Sciences 

What is society? How has it been defined and studied? What is the importance of ideas 

about society for the practical world? 

I What are the differences between 'human sciences', 'social sciences', 'individuals and 
societies' and 'social studies' as terms employed to describe this area of kno~dge? 

Can the human sciences be dearly understood by focusing on only one of the disciplines, 

such as socioiogy, economics or psychology? 

How do the human sciences contribute to our understanding of the human situation? 

How are methods available for attaining knowkdge in these fields similar to or different 

from the natural sciences? 

How is language important to human science investigation? What are the consequences 

of a reliance on language for data-gathering? 

What role does mathematics play in the human sciences? 

Can human knowledge be confined to what the natural sciences discover? What other 

important inquiries are not covered by the natural sciences? 

As ways to describe human behaviour, are the human sciences an improvement on 

literature? 

Are there universal constants in human nature? 

Can there be a value-free social science? 


